The way I composed from 2004 to 2016
In 2002-2003 I could not compose music again for ca. 13 months. So I had to reinvent
my technical approach to composition which I can summarize with three steps
illustrated by the three examples below:

1- Creating a full score with the aid of a computer. The full score has the
instrumentation, the time-signatures, the rhythms, the dynamics (ppp-fff), the
articulations (staccato, legato etc.), the contours, the musical gestures, the roles
of instruments (solo, accompaniment) etc. This full score resembles any other
score from the music repertoire; however, it does not have the note-heads/the
pitches/ the sounds!
See example 1

2- I print this full score out and with the help of a pencil and a piano, I fill in/add
slowly the missing pitches/note-heads in the score. While adding/filling in the
note-heads in the score, it has been rarely the case that I changed/re-wrote the
already printed-structures/musical parameters aforementioned.
That said, this procedure is unlike what my colleagues do, who find first the
pitch/sound and then add to it a rhythmic value, an articulation, a dynamic etc.
See example 2

3- I re-enter the filled-in note-heads/pitches in the computer.
See example 3 which is written here with time-signature 4/8. This is a revision
made in 2007 in order to facilitate the performances. The original sketch in
example 1 was composed using time-signature 4/4.

Example 1
An illustration of how a 1st draft score would look like before adding the note-heads/pitches
This extract is taken from sketches from “Que la lumiere soit” 2012-13

Example 2
Full score as sketch:
-before adding the note-heads (as in percussion & piano)
-while adding the note-heads/pitches (all other instruments)
‘L’éthique de la lumière’ 2004

Example 3
Printed official score after having added and inserted to the computer the note-heads/pitches
‘L’éthique de la lumière’ 2004, revised 2007

